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Executive Summary 

Monte Carlo simulations are often considered the “gold standard” in science for understanding complex 

physical systems. We have developed new simulation tools to explore the health and economic 

consequences of several social distancing and cleaning/decontamination strategies on casino slot floors 

during the COVID-19 pandemic. We model both “contact exposures”, in which a COVID-19 exposure 

occurs by a player touching a contaminated surface, and “proximity exposures”, which occur when a 

player is near an infected individual for an extended period of time. A snapshot of the slot floor 

simulation tool using a randomly generated floor configuration is shown in Figure 1. 

Key insights are as follows: 

1. A strategic decontamination strategy, in which cleaning staff are aware of which slot machines 

have been used recently and respond quickly, is essential. Cleaning at random without this 

knowledge is ineffective. 

2. A mechanism to tag slot machines as decontaminated, coupled with player compliance to the 

tags, is extremely effective at decreasing contact exposures. Players must be educated to play 

only decontaminated machines, or a technological mechanism should prevent them from 

playing machines before they have been cleaned. There are very few contact exposures when 

compliance is high. 

3. Even a single infected member of the cleaning staff can generate an enormous amount of 

contamination on the slot floor, leading to a huge number of potential contact exposures, and a 

high risk of outbreak. Health checks on staff are strongly recommended. 

4. Social distancing strategies, which prevent players from playing machines adjacent to one that is 

already in use, are effective at limiting proximity exposures. However, contact exposures are 

made worse because players touch available surfaces more often. Social distancing strategies 

must be combined with strategic cleaning, decontamination tagging, or preferably both. 

5. “Dynamic” social distancing strategies, in which a player starting a session at a slot machine 

automatically locks neighboring machines, has the effect of locking more than 50% of machines 

on average – typically 65-70% in our simulations. This occurs because players are not forced to 

choose every second machine when social distancing is dynamic; frequently, there are gaps of 

two machines between players, resulting in inefficient slot floor utilization. Approximately 50% 

utilization can be achieved if the casino manually enforces social distancing by turning off every 

other machine. 
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6. Many casinos operated with low average occupancy prior to COVID-19, approaching full 

occupancy only during peak times. This excess slot capacity provides a buffer that can limit 

economic losses when either player occupancy is limited and/or slot machines are turned off as 

a social distancing measure. 

7. Slot floor optimization can help to minimize economic losses due to social distancing measures. 

A decreased selection of carefully curated slot machines substantially outperforms slot floors 

where every other machine is turned off without optimizing the slot mix. 

 

 

Figure 1: Sample visualization of a 7.5 day Monte Carlo simulation with 250 players (3 infected) and 25 cleaning staff when 
players are 75% compliant with decontamination tags, dynamic social distancing is used, and cleaning is strategic (not random). 

Blue stars represent players, green triangles   represent cleaning staff, and red circles   represent contact 
contamination of slot machines. The occupancy graphs at the bottom show the daily “ebb and flow” of customers. The upper 
right panel shows the number of contaminated slots present on the floor and the amount of proximity exposure occurring as a 
function of time. The lower right panel shows the total number of contact and proximity exposure counts over time.  

 

About nQube 

nQube specializes in AI-powered solutions for casinos, focusing primarily on slot floor optimization and 

advanced player segmentation. In response to the pandemic, we have focused our recent efforts on 

developing Monte Carlo simulations to understand COVID-19 health and economic risk mitigation 

strategies. Our custom simulations help operators to estimate the economic impact of social distancing 

strategies (player limits, and turning off some slot machines) on slot revenues; predict the amount of 
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COVID-19 contamination on the slot floor under various operational scenarios; estimate the frequency 

of player exposure events; find potential contamination hot spots; and develop an effective cleaning 

plan designed to maximize player safety and reduce the risk of an outbreak. Our simulations are highly 

customizable and can be adapted to a wide range of workplaces and non-gaming industries. 

We have also adapted our Reel AI slot floor optimization technology to develop strategic slot floor 

reduction plans designed to minimize the economic impact caused by temporary limited player 

occupancy and slot machine count. 
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